Suzuki sidekick build

These four-door Suzukis were sold in the U. We hit the trail with him and were impressed with
what it could do. He added 3 to 4 inches of lift with taller coil springs front and rear, and
installed quality shocks on all four corners. This gave him room to fit some bigger mud treads
and gain useful ground clearance. The factory automatic transmission works fine, but the
drivetrain is enhanced with a set of low-range gears in the transfer case. Charlie also made
significant efforts armoring the underside of the Sidekick so he could crawl the tougher trails
and bump around without harming components underneath. The relatively light rig in the hands
of a proficient driver was fun to watch, and we found it could tackle some fairly good-sized
obstacles. The IFS works surprisingly well on this lightweight rig with locked differentials at
both ends. The relatively tall, narrow tires help moderate the strain on the steering and front
suspension components, while adding ground clearance. The front suspension gets a boost
with longer coil springs from Rocky Road Outfitters, and the damping chores are handled by
Old Man Emu gas shocks. The rear lift is simple, but effective. Salvaged Jeep XJ front coil
springs provide lift and a bit stiffer spring rate for trail running. The shocks were upgraded to
longer Doetsch Tech ones. The factory 5. Much of the drivetrain is beefier, hailing from the
Vitara series of vehicles instead of the older Samurai lineage. Charlie swapped low-range gears
in the transfer case and then added a steel channel slider running front-to-rear under the case
for greater protection. Close Ad. Forums Photos Industry Videos. Jay Kopycinski Photographer,
Writer. Share on Facebook Share on Twitter. The Sidekick and Geo Tracker were Suzuki's
answer to the Samurai's safety concerns: a wider-track, lower center of gravity, with more steel
and a larger engineâ€” just what G. As a result, I was in line for a very unusual request: Two
Geo Tracker engineers actually procurers asked whether I thought it feasible to take a Tracker
over the notorious Rubicon Trail. Confident that they meant a properly outfitted and modified
Tracker 2-door 4x4 model, I answered, "Yes! On a shoestring budget, I had Steve Kramer,
co-owner of Calmini Products, lightly modify one of the Trackers, providing our "recovery" and
winching source. Mods were limited to a pilot 2-inch lift kit, 29" tires on stock rims, a Lock-Right
rear differential and a lb. We picked CV balls front the dirt and salvaged enough clean
CV-grease to repack, reassemble and re-boot the hyper-extended shaft. Cautious articulation
kept that joint together for the balance of the trip out. I scooped the event for Geo News and
Chevy Truck magazine. Take my word, they'll readily do what the designers intendedâ€”and
more if you have the right equipment and a sense of adventure! You can post now and register
later. If you have an account, sign in now to post with your account. Paste as plain text instead.
Only 75 emoji are allowed. Display as a link instead. Clear editor. Upload or insert images from
URL. Forums Open to Member Posting. Reply to this topic Start new topic. Recommended
Posts. Moses Ludel Posted April 3, Posted April 3, Link to post Share on other sites. Join the
conversation You can post now and register later. Reply to this topic Insert image from URL.
Followers 1. Go to topic listing. Sign In Sign Up. Keeping it lightweight helps keep the stock
components alive so we ditched as much weight as we could shave and only added what was
necessary. What money is necessary for the performance you expect and what can you pass
on. We started with what appeared to be pretty solid 93 Tracker. The inner fenders were cut out
for weight savings and to make room for our frame chop. I like the frame chop because I can get
wheelbase, better approach angle, and lift, all with one modification. After seeing how nice the
body looked we decided the frame needed to be reworked as well. We cut off the frame off
behind the shock mount and tightened it up. In doing so we were able to raise the gas tank an
inch and make a bulletproof pull point. A Sky Off Road Design idler arm was installed because
the stock idler is such a common failure. Front struts have always been a common failure in our
circle so when we heard Calmini had come out with the strut elimination kit we had to give it a
try. This rig may be a budget build but we have been known to have more strut failures than axle
shafts so the EDSES kit sounded like money well spent. The front of the frame was also bobbed
up to the gearbox for the best approach angle. When you exceed 3 inches of lift in the rear of a
tracker the control arms get too much angle causing poor trail manners. Longer arms help keep
the rear axle from driving under the vehicle during flexing situations, especially on steep hill
climbs. A long arm triangulated 4 link sounded like the most logical solution. Because we were
on a budget and we wanted the softness of the stock bushings we built the upper links and
lower links out of stock lower control arms. They were just cut and sleeved. The rear axle was
move 3 inches rearward during this process. That was as far rearward as we could go without
getting the axle into the gas tank. For lift the coil pockets were cut off and relocated to the
bottom of the frame for about 4 inches of lift. Crown Victoria shocks were used. Spartan
lockers. Minnesota had an unusually large amount of snow this winter so there was no ability to
test this rig off road before the Easter Jeep Safari. It was built, hauled it 22 hours away, and
wheeled. Initial feel was far better than could be expected. It was super stable on steep climbs
and off camber. One of the first things we noticed was how the Calmini EDSES kit made the

front suspension work so much better than we expected. We never considered that there would
be a trail advantage to the kit. We were just hoping that we would not have so many strut
failures. When the suspension is at full droop on a rig with struts, the camber goes very
positive, which also causes a toe in situation. This is very hard on steering components,
especially on the Moab slickrock. It was much easier to hold a line in a V notch climb as well. It
was fun to watch this rig climbing hills because it almost looked fake with how effortless the
suspension worked. The long arm rear suspension works excellent as well. The combination of
the two things brought this rig to a new level that we had not seen before. The shocks rode
great on the trail, and on the street it rode better than factory. I would really like to try some high
end shocks on this setup. Now that we are not limited by a strut, I have to wonder if there is a
rally car waiting to be unleashed! Im thinking of doing the same to my 4door Kick. When you
relocated the rear spring pockets from the side of the frame to under the frame did you also
move the spring pads on the axle in on the axle? I need more understanding on how the front
frame drop was done. There are a couple of other article written by Hagen here on the site that
show more detail about the frame chop. You could also contact him via the forum username
mikerpm4x4 Good luck! Can you tell me if you drove it with the short links and why you felt you
needed longer links? They never called or wrote me back! Stock gearing? How does it do on the
freeway? It looks like what you lack in money is made up ten fold with your knowledge and hard
work. Well done. This site uses Akismet to reduce spam. Learn how your comment data is
processed. Other specs you may want to know Calmini 4. Ed Mondor October 8, at pm. Markus
Hellbach December 14, at pm. TJ Binkley June 30, at pm. Eric Bewley July 20, at pm. Rick June
26, at pm. Justzukies May 3, at am. Leave a Reply Cancel reply Your email address will not be
published. Comment Name Email Website. All rights reserved please view our terms and
conditions before use. Building a 4-door Sidekick on a Budget. This vehicle will be used as a
daily commuter to work and can be used for camping trips and mild trail runs or a trip up to the
local ski resort with out breaking the bank. Gas in Southern California is almost four dollars a
gallon. Although or purchase is a bit rough on the outside the 16v Sidekick is easily hitting
around 28mpg. After some searching we decided to perform some simple upgrades in hopes of
improving looks and performance all with out deteriorating street-ability, or breaking the bank.
Our make over begins with some inexpensive upgrades. Wheels and Tires: â€” We took some
time and prepped the wheels and tires for installation on the vehicle. We lightly sanded the
wheels with some grit paper to scuff up the clear coat. We then applied two cans of the gray
metallic wheel paint to 5 wheels. We let this dry and then applied a can of clear wheel paint to
the wheels. Huge difference in appearance! We then had our new to us Goodyears mounted to
the freshly painted wheels. Our local tire shop did scuff our sexy new paint a bit when they
performed the tire installation. The kit comes with the following. Of course we wanted the Old
Man Emu product but since this rig is basically a pavement-pounder that may see the
occasional camping trip or Baja surf trip we opted for the cheaper solution. This can be
installed easily inside a hr period if you have some basic garage tools. Jack up vehicle and
remove tires and set jacks stands under the frame of the car high enough to allow the rear axle
to hang. Clean up the upper spring mount and slide on the coil spacer. Install the shock bottom
bolt, use the jack to raise the axle up and install the top stud in the stock location using the new
provided hardware for the top shock mount. Note: At the time of installation the lift kit from Sky
comes with a weld on shock relocation bracket. This has recently been upgraded to a bolt on
version. We were not looking for any extra articulation so the brackets are still sitting on the
work bench. Jack up vehicle and remove tires and set jacks stands under the frame of the car
high enough to allow the front tires hang in the air. Remove tires. Remove the 3 bolts on the
driver side CV shaft. Remove the brake line clip that hold the line to the frame and the knuckle.
Place jack under A arm and slightly raise the arm. Remove the top strut nut. Watch the brake
line! Remove the spring. WD40 and a rubber mallet method again Remove the top strut mounts
by removing the 3 nuts on the strut tower. We found a clever way of pressing out the stock bolts
in the strut spacer. Install the strut plate and bushing with the spacer back into the strut tower.
The stock top strut washers that install on the top of the strut bushing plate did not fit in the
hole in the spacer Some quick work with a bench grinder or right angle grinder and whamo..
Reinstall nut on top of strut. Reinstall CV. Repeat for the other side except the cv actually has to
be pried out of the front housing. One may have to perform some minor trimming on the bottom
of the front bumper. So less than dollars later we have much better looking rig that is fun to
drive and retains good street manners. Here is a before picture, excuse the poor quality and a
picture after the products are installed. Impressions â€” We have driven this setup for about
10K miles and the struts and shocks are much firmer than stock which results in much better
handling. Gas mileage is consistently about 24mpg at mph on the highway. First is still
manageable and 5th is still usable except on steep hills. We have gone on several camping trips

and the 4 door really shines on gravel forest roads. Rallying is awesome with the longe
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r wheel base and bigger tires. We did find that the Px70R16R on the XL7 wheel actually
compresses up into the rear wheel well and rubs on the rear inner fender under heavy
compression. Initially I thought this was OK until I realized the edge of the fender was cutting
the tread on the tires. Must have been those 1 foot whoops at high speed. After that trip I rolled
the inside edge of the fender back up and out of the way. If your going to run tires this size with
thick sidewall tread you may run into problems with the rear fender and you may have to extend
your bump stops. This site uses Akismet to reduce spam. Learn how your comment data is
processed. Wheel paint came from the local Autozone. Socket set. A vise was handy. Put on the
new tires and wheels. Lift Installation: â€” Front Remove the sway bar nuts on the A arms.
Leave a Reply Cancel reply Your email address will not be published. Comment Name Email
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